
PSYC 325 
Discussion Questions 

Week 3 – Evolutionary Psychology 
 
1. In what ways may women from different status group’s differentially value characteristics 
of potential mates? For example, do women who are themselves strong in some domain, 
such as potential resources, or weak in another, such as intelligence, value these personal 
characteristics more or less in male partners? 
 
2. In his chapter on “Staying Together” Buss addressed how males and females utilize 
different types of emotional and behavioral manipulations, to retain their mates. Why do 
you think gender differences in the use of these tactics exist, such as male’s increased use 
of submitting and degradation, and what evolutionary may explain their differential success? 
 
3. How is the so-called “sexual double standard” of sexual fidelity, physical attractiveness, 
and chastity evolutionarily conditioned? Are there cultural exceptions to this rule, and under 
what social circumstances can the evolutionarily selected set of behaviors be changed? In 
what societies has Buss observed these differences? 
 
4. De Backer et al (2007) claim that gossip is evolutionarily beneficial to survival. Is this 
approach reductionist? Should we accept this argument especially in light of the current 
bullying issues in schools around the country that is wholly a product of gossip? 
 
5. In De Backer et al.’s gossip study they found significant gender differences between men 
and women’s ability to recall sexual rival reputation gossip and in the target information of 
gossip most recalled by each sex, regardless of relationship status. While these results do 
support those hypothesized based on evolutionary psychology, do you think these 
differences could result from something other then differential sexual strategy and what 
other role in social relationships may reputation gossip play, outside of mating? Why else 
could gossip be of value to individuals in long-term relationships with little interest in 
infidelity? 
 
6. Would the specific findings of De Backer et al.’s study on gossip recall have found 
different results if the experimental population were composed of gay and lesbian 
individuals? Why or why not? How do your predictions jive with the data from Buss’ 
questionnaires of homosexual men, who assigned equal importance to physical 
attractiveness as did their heterosexual male counterparts? 
 
7. Charlton mentions in his study of female fertility and musical preferences that the sexual 
selection hypothesis may correspond with ideas about a mate’s potential creativity, 
indirectly linking creativity with potential of the mate to acquire necessary resources for his 
female mate and their future offspring. Might there also be an indirect link between the 
ability of the male to procure resources and the overall intelligence that is suggested by 
complex musical compositions? For our ancestors, could the intelligence associated with 
musical composition have exerted a sufficiently powerful influence to cause the results 
shown in Charlton’s study? How could we test this hypothesis? 
 
8. After discussing the evolutionary reasons for preferring body over face in short term 
mating, Confer et al (2010) then claim that "face is a better predictor of overall 
attractiveness than body." in the discussion section. If this is the case, do you still buy that 
men are evolutionarily prone to picking body over face when looking for a short-term mate? 
Wouldn't it be more beneficial to simply look at face if this statement is correct? 


